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Dissolution of a polyelectrolyte-macroion complex by addition of salt

Marie Skepo¨* and Per Linse
Physical Chemistry 1, Center for Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Lund University, P.O. Box 124, S-221 00 Lund, Swe
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The dissolution of complexes formed by a linear polyelectrolyte and oppositely charged macroions by
addition of salt has been examined by employing a simple model with focus on the electrostatic interactions
and solved by Monte Carlo simulations. In the absence of salt an overcharged complex appears. Upon addition
of salt, the number of complexed macroions is continuously decreasing, the effect being similar for flexible and
stiff polyelectrolytes. Regarding the flexible polyelectrolyte, the number of polyelectrolyte-macroion contacts
is reduced, whereas it remains nearly constant for the stiff polyelectrolyte as the salt content is increased. A
screened Coulomb potential of the Debye-Hu¨ckel type, in which the small ions are only indirectly described,
displays a good representation of the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polyelectrolytes are polymers bearing ionizable grou
which, in polar solvents, can dissociate into charged po
mers and small counterions. The long-ranged character o
electrostatic interactions gives polyelectrolytes specific pr
erties@1#. In aqueous solutions, polyelectrolytes may inter
strongly with other macroions@2–5#, and in particular they
tend to associate with objects of opposite charge and f
complexes. Such objects can be another polyelectrolyt
colloidal particle, a protein, a micelle, or a vesicle formed
surfactants.

One common phenomenon in colloidal science is coa
vation, i.e., an aqueous solution of macromolecules of op
site charge separates into two immiscible liquid phases.
denser phase, which is relatively concentrated in the ma
molecules, is referred to as the coacervate and is in equ
rium with another liquid phase poor in the macromolecu
@6#. Addition of salt to the phase separated system often le
to the mixed state again. Such observations were made
ready in the 1950s, when it was discovered th
polyelectrolyte-surfactant complexes could be redissolved
the addition of salt. This was later exploited in the purific
tion of polyelectrolytes, e.g., glucosamionglycans from b
logical tissues@7#. Other groups have reported similar resu
~see, e.g., Ref.@8#!, and recently it was found that coacerv
tion could be both suppressed and enhanced by the add
of salt in surfactant-polyelectrolyte systems@8–10#. Finally,
a biological example is the association of DNA with opp
sitely charged octamers of histone proteins to form a nuc
some bead. At physiological salt concentrations DNA
tightly wrapped around the histone, whereas at much la
salt concentration DNA is released from the complex@11#.

It is thus established that the tendency of forming co
plexes and the strength of complexes can be modulate
addition of low molecular salt. When a finite concentrati
of salt is present in the solution, the Coulomb interact
between the remaining charged species becomes effect
screened and the effective potential will decay exponenti
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instead of algebraically with distance. Thus, when add
salt to a system, the interaction can be tuned from being l
ranged to short ranged. Several theories describing the c
plexation between polyelectrolytes and macroion have
cently been proposed@12–15#. Netz and Joanny@12# have
presented a theory for the 1:1 complex, i.e., one polyelec
lyte and one macroion, and Kunze and Netz@13# have ap-
plied that on the DNA-histone complexation, where
Nguyen and Shklovskii@14# and Schiessel, Bruinsma, an
Gelbart@15# have considered the complexation between o
polyelectrolyte and several macroions. In these approac
the effects of simple salt were also included.

In our previous contributions@16,17#, we have presented
results from Monte Carlo simulations involving polyelectr
lytes complexing oppositely charged macroions. The effe
of macroion charge, polyelectrolyte charge, length, and s
ness at different number of macroions on the complexa
were investigated. At a stoichiometric excess of macroio
the polyelectrolyte-macroion complex became overchar
by the macroion charges. Flexible polyelectrolytes beca
overcharged by'50%, whereas stiff polyelectrolytes dis
played a larger overcharging,'75%.

In this paper we examine how an overcharged comp
formed by one polyelectrolyte in a solution of excess m
roions dissolves upon addition of simple salt using the
called primitive model, in which the small ions enter expli
itly. Both flexible and stiff polyelectrolytes are considere
As the salt concentration was increased, a smooth trans
from an overcharged polyelectrolyte-macroion complex, t
neutral complex, an undercharged complex, and finall
noncomplexed polyelectrolyte appeared. Moreover, a sim
fied screened Coulomb model, where the effect of the sm
ions enters only indirectly, has been employed. Comparis
have also been made between predictions of the scre
Coulomb model and the primitive model to describe po
electrolyte solutions@18–22# and more complex solution
@23#.

Despite the complexity to solve the primitive model, it
still a simple approach with a focus on the electrostatic
teractions. Obviously, at high salt concentration where
Coulomb forces are screened, some of its assumptions
come less realistic. For example, other forces as the dis
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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sion force becomes important@24,25# and the dielectric ap-
proximation as such becomes questionable. Nevertheless
believe that the prediction of the primitive model should fi
be addressed before more advanced approaches are tak

The outline of the paper is as follows. The model a
some simulation aspects are given in Sec. II. In Sec. III,
results regarding binding functions, complexation functio
polyelectrolyte extensions, macroion structure, and the
models are presented and discussed. The article ends
conclusions given in Sec. IV.

II. METHOD

A. Model

Aqueous solutions containing one polyelectrolyte a
eight macroions have been examined using two differ
models. The models used are~i! the primitive model and~ii !
a simplified one referred to as the screened Coulomb mo
In both of them, the polyelectrolyte is described as a chain
charged hard spheres~segments! connected by harmonic
bonds and with the intrinsic flexibility of the chain regulate
by harmonic angular potentials. The macroions are mode
as large charged hard spheres with a point charge in
center. In the primitive model, all the small ions are a
represented as charged hard spheres with point charges
center, while in the screened Coulomb model there are
explicit small ions; instead the influence of them is preav
aged by employing a screened Coulomb potential. In b
models, the solvent enters only through its relative perm
tivity.

The total potential energy of the system is given by

U5Unonbond1Ubond1Uangle, ~1!

where the nonbonded energy is assumed pairwise add
according to

Unonbond5(
i , j

ui j . ~2!

Within the primitive model, the interaction potentialui j for
the pairij , wherei and j denote either a polyelectrolyte se
ment ~seg!, a macroion (M ), a cation, or an anion, is give
by

ui j ~r i j !5H `, r i j ,Ri1Rj

ZiZje
2

4p«0« r

1

r i j
, r i j >Ri1Rj

, ~3!

whereZi is the charge of particlei, Ri is the radius of particle
i,e is the elementary charge,«0 is the permittivity of vacuum,
and « r is the relative permittivity of water. In the screene
Coulomb model, the summation in Eq.~2! extends only over
chain segments and macroions andui j is given by an ex-
tended Debye-Hu¨ckel potential,
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ui j ~r i j !

5H `, r i j ,Ri1Rj

ZiZje
2

4p«0« r

exp@2k„r i j 2~Ri1Rj !…#

~11kRi !~11kRj !

1

r i j
, r i j>Ri1Rj

,

~4!

where k5@(e2/«0« rkT)( iZi
2r i #

1/2 denotes the inverse De
bye screening length, in which the summationi extends over
the small ions only withr i denoting the number density o
small ions of typei,k is the Boltzmann constant, andT is the
temperature.

In addition to the electrostatic and hard-sphere inter
tions, the description of the polyelectrolyte includes h
monic bond and angular potentials. The bond potential
ergy is given by

Ubond5 (
i 51

Nseg21
kbond

2
~r i ,i 112r 0!2, ~5!

where r i ,i 11 denotes the distance between two connec
segments with the equilibrium separationr 055 Å and the
force constantkbond50.4 N/m and whereNseg denotes the
number of segments of the polyelectrolyte. The angular
tential energy is represented by

Uangle5 (
i 52

Nseg21
kang

2
~a i2a0!2, ~6!

where a i is the angle formed by the vectorsr i 112r i and
r i 212r i made by three consecutive segments with the eq
librium anglea05180° and the force constantkang. In ad-
dition to the angular potential, the electrostatic interact
among the segments also contributes to the rigidity of
polyelectrolyte, and this electrostatic contribution is
course affected by other ionic particles present.

We have considered two different chain flexibilities b
using the angular force constantskang50 and 328
310224 J/deg2, respectively. For a single and uncharg
chain, these force constants lead to the persistence len
l p57 and 1480 Å, respectively, where the persisten
lengths are evaluated by using^cos(p2a)& and the root-
mean-square segment-segment separation extrapolated
infinite long chain@26#. Hence, one flexible and one ver
stiff polyelectrolyte are considered~cf. l p'400 Å for DNA!.

The system volumeV5L3 with the box length L
5258 Å is used throughout. All investigated systems cont
one polyelectrolyte and eight macroions. The polyelectrol
has Nseg540 segments, each with one elementary char
Zseg51, making the polyelectrolyte chargeZp5NsegZseg
540. The macroion has a radius ofRM515 Å and possesse
ten negative elementary charges, which could correspon
a micelle formed by a mixture of ionic and nonionic surfa
tants or a water-soluble globular protein. The macroion nu
ber density becomesrM54.731027 Å 23 and the corre-
sponding volume fractionfM5(4p/3)RM

3 rM50.0066. All
the simulations were performed atT5298 K and« r578.4.
Data of the model systems are compiled in Table I.
7-2
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DISSOLUTION OF A POLYELECTROLYTE-MACROION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051807 ~2002!
Eight different concentrations of added salt in the ran
csalt50 – 300 mM were considered. These concentrations
well as the corresponding screening lengths are given
Table II. Note that atcsalt50 the counterions of the charge
particles are present, i.e., 40 counterions of the polyelec
lyte and 80 of the macroions. At the highest salt concen
tion, the system contains'6200 small positive and negativ
ions.

B. Simulation aspects

The equilibrium properties of the model systems were
tained from canonical Monte Carlo~MC! simulations ac-
cording to the standard Metropolis algorithm@27#. The par-
ticles were enclosed in a cubic box and periodical bound
conditions were applied. The long-ranged Coulomb inter
tions were handled by using the Ewald summation techni
with conducting boundary conditions~see Refs.@16#, @17#
for further details!. The examination of the configurationa
space was accelerated by using four different types of
placements of the polyelectrolyte:~i! translational displace
ment of a single charged particle,~ii ! pivot rotation of a part
of the polyelectrolyte chain,~iii ! translation of the entire

TABLE I. Data of the model.

Box length L5257.92 Å
Macroion radius RM515 Å
Segment radius Rseg52 Å
Small ion radius Rion52 Å
Macroion charge ZM5210
Segment charge Zseg51
Small ion charge Zion561
Number of segments Nseg540
Number of macroions NM58
Number of cations Ncation5802

Number of anions Nanion5402

Salt concentration csalt50 – 300 mM
Temperature T5298 K
Relative permittivity « r578.4

TABLE II. Salt concentration (csalt), Debye screening length
(k21), and averaged number of complexed segments near a c
plexed macroion (nseg) using the primitive model.

csalt ~mM! k21 ~Å!

nseg
a

Flexible Stiff

0 39.6 7.6 4.2
10 24.0 7.7 4.3
25 17.2 7.6 4.3
75 10.6 7.1 4.2
100 9.3 7.0 4.1
150 7.6 6.2 4.0
200 6.6 5.7 3.9
300 5.5 5.0 3.8

aLargest estimated uncertainty iss50.2.
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polyelectrolyte chain, and~iv! slithering move using a biase
sampling technique. The probabilities of different trial mov
were selected such that to enable single-particle moves ca
times more often than the pivot movements and the tran
tions of the entire chain and 10 times more often than
slithering movements. The particles were initially placed ra
domly in the simulation box, and after equilibrium, th
length of a production run was in general 23105 MC trial
moves per particle. Despite the strong polyelectroly
macroion complex, it has previously been shown that in
absence of added salt the present protocol produces a
godic sampling@16,17#.

Reported uncertainties of simulated quantities are
standard deviation of the mean as estimated by dividing
simulations into ten sub-batches. All simulations were us
the integrated Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics/Brown
dynamics simulation packageMOLSIM @28#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Properties of the polyelectrolyte-macroion solution on t
basis of the results from the primitive model will be di
cussed first, and thereafter results obtained from the pr
tive model and the screened Coulomb model will be co
pared.

A. Binding function

As mentioned in Sec. I, it is anticipated that the comp
sition of the polyelectrolyte-macroion complex will chang
when salt is added to the system. Figure 1 displays typ
configurations for the salt concentrationscsalt50, 75, and
300 mM for the flexible@panels~a!–~c!# and the stiff@panels
~d!–~f!# polyelectrolyte. Atcsalt50 the polyelectrolytes com
plex five to six macroions@panels~a! and~d!# ~see also Ref.
@17#!, at the intermediatecsalt the polyelectrolytes complex
four macroions@panels~b! and ~e!#, whereas at the highes
csalt considered the complex is nearly fully dissolved@panels
~c! and ~f!#. Thus, the snapshots show that the compositi
of the polyelectrolyte-macroion complexes vary similarly f
the two different chain flexibilities when the salt concentr
tion is increased.

The number of complexed macroionsNM
c as a function of

salt concentration, also referred to as a binding function
displayed in Fig. 2. A macroion is considered to be co
plexed to the polyelectrolyte if the distance between at le
one polyelectrolyte segment and the macroion does not
ceed 5 Å from their hard-sphere contact separation. The
tance criterion is somewhat arbitrary, but the qualitative
pects of the results are not dependent on it.

For both the flexible and the stiff polyelectrolyte,NM
c de-

creases continuously as salt is added. Independent of
chain flexibility, at csalt'50– 60 mM the binding function
displays a smooth crossover from an overcharged com
~the absolute charge of complexed macroions exceeds th
the polyelectrolyte! to an undercharged one. Moreover,
low csalt the stiffer polyelectrolyte possesses a larger num
of complexed macroions as compared to the flexible o
@consistent with Figs. 1~a! and 1~d!#, whereas atcsalt

m-
7-3
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.100 mM the flexible polyelectrolyte displays the larg
number of complexed macroions. Atcsalt'300 mM, NM

c

'0.8 is obtained, indicating a dominance of a 1:1 comp
as displayed in Figs. 1~c! and 1~f!. Simulation of the corre-
sponding uncharged systems gaveNM

c 50.1; the nonzero
value being a pure density effect.

Previously, the binding isotherms for flexible and st
chains as well as thedifferencein the free energy of com
plexation macroions to flexible chains and to stiff chains
csalt50 were examined@17#. It was concluded that asingle
macroion binds stronger to a flexible polyelectrolyte than
a stiff one. As further macroions are complexed to the po
electrolyte, the difference in the complexation free ene
between flexible and stiff chains for the next macroion
reduced and eventually changes in sign. Since, the maxim
number of macroion complexed determines at whichNM

c the
complexation free energy becomes zero, this sign revers
consistent with the observation that a larger number of m
roions are complexed to the stiff chain as compared to
flexible one atcsalt50 ~Fig. 2!. As salt is added the electro
static attraction between the oppositely charged macrom
ecules are screened, and atcsalt.100 mM, at most two mac-
roions are complexed to the polyelectrolyte. The crossing

FIG. 1. Typical configurations of systems containing one fle
ible polyelectrolyte and eight macroions at~a! csalt50 mM, ~b!
csalt575 mM, and~c! csalt5300 mM, and one stiff polyelectrolyte
and eight macroions at~d! csalt50 mM, ~e! csalt575 mM, and~f!
csalt5300 mM. The small dots represent polyelectrolyte segme
and the spheres macroions. The box length is 258 Å, and the
ticles are drawn to scale. The small ions are omitted for clar
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in all three directions
avoid surface artefacts.
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the two binding functions given in Fig. 2 shows that th
higher affinity displayed by the flexible chain to bind one
two macroions at low concentration@17# also prevails at
higher salt concentration.

The corresponding binding functions for systems conta
ing one polyelectrolyte andone macroion have also bee
determined. In the absence of salt, such systems form
strong 1:1 complex@16,17#. The inset of Fig. 2 displays tha
as long ascsalt remains below ca. 50 mM,NM

c is close to 1,
whereasNM

c reduces to 0.5~50% chance of complexation! at
ca. 100 mM and reduces further at higher salt concentrat

-

ts
ar-
.
o

FIG. 2. Number of complexed macroions (NM
c ) vs the salt con-

centration (csalt) for the flexible~filled circles! and the stiff~filled
squares! polyelectrolyte using the primitive model. Largest es
mated uncertainty iss50.1. The corresponding dependency for
solution containing one polyelectrolyte and one macroion, at oth
wise identical conditions, is shown in the inset.

FIG. 3. Total number of complex macroions to a segm
@nM

c ( i seg)# vs segment rank (i seg) for ~a! the flexible and~b! the stiff
polyelectrolyte atcsalt50, 10, 25, 75, 100, 150, 200, and 300 m
~top to bottom! using the primitive model.
7-4
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DISSOLUTION OF A POLYELECTROLYTE-MACROION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051807 ~2002!
B. Complexation function

The nature of the polyelectrolyte-macroion complex h
also been examined by considering the complexation fu
tion nM

c ( i seg), which denotes the average number of co
plexed macroions to segmenti seg of the polyelectrolyte
chain. For example,nM

c ( i seg)51.0 implies that the segmen
i seg is on the average bound to one macroion.

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the complexation function fo
the flexible and the stiff polyelectrolyte, respectively, at
salt concentrations considered. The complexation functi
display mirror symmetry with respect to a reflection ati seg
5(Nseg11)/2, and as expected the two halves of the ch
experience on the average the same environment.

The highestnM
c value is achieved atcsalt50, and the com-

plexation function decreases monotonically ascsalt is in-
creased. The middle segments of the polyelectroly
~loosely referred to as the binding region! have the highes
probability to complex to a macroion.

At low csalt, the complexation functions display pea
near the ends of the chains, the peaks being more acce
ated for the stiffer chain. The enhanced probability of m
roions to be complexed near the ends is most likely due
the repulsive macroion-macroion potential in combinat
with a nearly linear arrangement of them, giving rise to
outward repulsion in the same spirit as hard spheres ne
surface are pushed by neighboring hard spheres toward
surface.

Throughout, the end segments display a lower probab
to become complexed with the macroions signalling an
pearance of short tails. At lowcsalt, there is a considerabl
difference in the magnitude ofnM

c between the central bind
ing region and the end segments, this effect being decre
when csalt is increased, and at highcsalt it has nearly van-
ished. However, the number of segments being affected d
not seem to depend strongly oncsalt; rather it depends more
on the chain flexibility@17#.

For the flexible chain, the magnitude ofNM
c is generally

larger than that of the stiff one at the samecsalt. At low csalt,

FIG. 4. Radius of gyration of the polyelectrolyte (^RG
2 &1/2) vs

the salt concentration (csalt) for the flexible polyelectrolyte in the
presence~open circles! and absence~filled circles! of macroions
and for the stiff polyelectrolyte in the presence~open squares! and
absence~filled squares! of macroions using the primitive mode
Largest estimated uncertainties ares50.7 for the flexible and 0.4
for the stiff polyelectrolyte.
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nM
c ( i seg).1 appears for the flexible chain indicating that

segment can be near to more than one macroion simu
neously @cf. Fig. 1~a!#. Given the similar number of com
plexed macroionsNM

c , there are thus a larger number
segments near a macroion in the case of the flexible ch
This is further quantified in Table II, which provides th
number of complexed segments near a complexed macro
nseg, at differentcsalt. As csalt is increased from 0 to 300
mM, nseg reduces from 7.6 to 5.0~interpreted as partial un
wrapping! for the flexible polyelectrolyte and from 4.2 to 3.
for the stiffer one. Thus, the reduction ofnM

c ascsalt increases
is for the flexible chain both an effect of reduced number
complexed macroions~smallerNM

c ) and of reduced numbe
of polyelectrolyte segments near the complexed macro
~smallernseg).

C. Polyelectrolyte extension

The spatial extensions of the polyelectrolytes have b
quantified by calculating their root-mean-square radius
gyration^RG

2 &1/2. Figure 4 displays the radius of gyration o
the polyelectrolytes as a function of the salt concentrati
and the corresponding simulated data for macroion-free
lutions are also included. Regarding the flexible polyelect
lyte, in the absence of macroions^RG

2 &1/2 decreases ascsalt is
increased owing to the screening of the intrachain elec
static repulsion, whereas atcsalt50 the addition of macroions
leads to a reduction of the chain extension by'35%. How-
ever, most interestinglŷ RG

2 &1/2 remains essentially unaf
fected upon addition of salt to the polyelectrolyte-macroi
solution, indicating that ascsalt is increased the enhance
screening by the small ions is matched by a reduced ch
contraction due to the macroion release. Finally, Fig. 4 sho
that ^RG

2 &1/2 of the stiff polyelectrolyte is essentially una
fected by both the addition of salt and of oppositely charg
macroions.

D. Macroion structure

Figure 5 provides macroion-macroion radial distributi
functions gMM(r ) for the two different polyelectrolytes a

FIG. 5. Macroion-macroion radial distribution functio
@gMM(r )# for the flexible ~solid curves! and the stiff ~dashed
curves! polyelectrolyte at indicated salt concentrations in mM usi
the primitive model.
7-5
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csalt50 and 100 mM. The first maximum appears atr'35
and 40 Å for the flexible and the stiff polyelectrolyte, respe
tively, and it arises from pairs of macroions residing in t
complex. The shorter macroion-macroion separation for
flexible polyelectrolyte is attributed to the stronger accum
lation of polyelectrolyte segments near them~see Table II!.
The magnitude of the first maximum is reduced upon ad
tion of salt, which is related to the smaller number of ma
roions in the complex~see Fig. 2!. The locations of the
maxima are unaffected by the salt concentration, show
that the macroion-macroion separation of nearby macro
in the complex is essentially independent of the salt cont

E. Primitive model versus screened Coulomb model

Figure 6 displays the binding functions of th
polyelectrolyte-macroion complexes as a function of the
concentration using the primitive model~filled symbols! and
the screened Coulomb model~open symbols! for the flexible
@Fig. 6~a!# and the stiff@Fig. 6~b!# chain. Independent of the
chain flexibility, a good agreement between the two mod
is obtained. Nevertheless, at intermediatecsalt the electro-
static screening is somewhat exaggerated by screened
lomb model, in particular for the flexible polyelectrolyt
Other analyses~data not shown! confirm the similarity of the
predictions of the two models.

In a recent contribution, the complexation in a solution
oppositely charged polyelectrolytes was investigated

FIG. 6. Number of complexed macroions (NM
c ) vs the salt con-

centration (csalt) for ~a! the flexible and~b! the stiff polyelectrolyte
using the primitive model~filled symbols! and the screened Cou
lomb model~open symbols!. Largest estimated uncertainties ares
50.1 for the primitive and 0.05 for the screened Coulomb mod
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Monte Carlo simulations using both the primitive model a
the screened Coulomb model@23#. The structure of the solu
tion was determined at different ratio of the positively a
negatively polyelectrolytes. Also here, the properties of
system as predicted by screened Coulomb model wer
near quantitative agreement with those obtained using
primitive model.

F. Counterion release

Previous investigations employing the primitive mod
have shown that the complexation between polyelectroly
and oppositely charged macroions is driven both by entha
and entropic contributions@29#. It is generally accepted tha
the latter contribution is dominated by a release of count
ons located near the complexing species. In the primit
model with explicit counterions, this release is of course
rectly observable@16,29#. In the following, we will examine
how the Debye-Hu¨ckel theory accounts for this release the
modynamically.

Generally, a microscopic quantity becomes temperat
dependent as classical degrees of freedom are integrated
When considering the potential energy, it hence become
free energy. A separation of the free energyA into enthalpic
and entropic terms can be achieved by using the stan
thermodynamic relations U5](bA)/]b and TS
5b(]A/]b) with b[1/(kT).

Within the framework of the Debye-Hu¨ckel theory, the
screened Coulomb potential between two charge specie
averaged over the positions of the small ions and is given

Ueff~r !5
Z1Z2e2

4p«0« r

exp~2kr !

r
. ~7!

For simplcity, we have here omitted the effects of the ha
spheres@cf. Eq. ~4!#. The identificationA5Ueff and the fact
that k;b1/2 lead to the separationUeff5U2TSwith

Ueff~r !

Z1Z2l BkkT
5

exp~2kr !

kr
,

U~r !

Z1Z2l BkkT
5S 12

kr

2 D exp~2kr !

kr
, ~8!

TS~r !

Z1Z2l BkkT
5 1

2 exp~kr !,

wherel B[e2/(4p«0« rkT) denoting the Bjerrum length ha
been introduced. Thus, when two species of opposite cha
i.e., Z1Z2,0, are approached, the entropy increases sig
ling a counterion release.

A subsequent and analogous separation ofU given by Eq.
~8! into enthalpic and entropic terms can be performed
noticing that also« r is temperature dependent. Such a se
ration will provide information on the entropy of the solve
associated with the orientational ordering of the solvent m
ecules originating from the electrostatic fields of the charg
colloidal species@30#.

.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of Monte Carlo simulations, we have inv
tigated the complexation between one polyelectrolyte
oppositely charged macroions in a solution with excess
macroions at different content of simple salt. In absence
salt, an overcharged complex is formed, and at increa
salt content a successive release of macroions appears.
is in line with observations that phase separated solution
oppositely charged macromolecules tend to mix as sa
added. The number of polyelectrolyte segments nea
charged macroion reduces substantially for the flexible ch
whereas remains nearly constant but at a lower value for
stiffer one at increasing salt content.

For the present system, the simplified screened Coulo
model of the extended Debye-Hu¨ckel type displayed result
in good agreement with the primitive model, suggesting t
the salt behavior of such systems can be examined by su
r-

F.

.

,

.

er

-

05180
-
d
f
f
g
his
of
is
a

n,
e

b

t
h a

salt-averaged potential. Nevertheless, the primitive mode
still a simplistic model. Its foundation has to be assessed
particular at high salt content where some of its approxim
tions become questionable, for further advances in the un
standing of charged colloidal solutions.
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